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 1 

Abstract 2 

 3 

We present the results of an experiment taking place inside the geophysical museum of Rocca di Papa 4 

(Rome, Italy), where the high radon levels detected might pose a risk to the health of workers and of the 5 

public audience. As a first step towards the mitigation of potential exposure risk, four active sensors were 6 

installed at different floors of the building, in order to continuously monitor not only radon exhalation from 7 

the soil but also its transport from the ground up to elevated floors. Collecting more than three years of data 8 

of radon concentration enables us to identify fluctuations over both short and seasonal scales and to elucidate 9 

the relation between radon variations and changes of internal temperature and relative humidity. The analysis 10 

of such dataset reveals how the healthiness of indoor environments in terms of radon concentration is 11 

controlled by a number of factors, including the environmental conditions and the use of heating and 12 

ventilation systems. Finally, the continuous radon monitoring at different levels of the building provides a 13 

unique chance to trace the vertical radon diffusion, allowing to make a first-order estimate of upward radon 14 

velocity. 15 

 16 

 17 

1. Introduction 18 

 19 

The risk for human health posed by radon gas accumulation in confined spaces has been confirmed by a 20 

countless number of clinic and epidemiological studies, as well as by biophysical modeling analyses (Lubin 21 

et al., 2003; Darby et al. 2005; Krewski et al., 2005; Samet et al., 2009; Grundy et al., 2017; López-Abente et 22 

al., 2018).  23 

All the possible methods to mitigate this hazard are based on the monitoring of radon concentration in 24 

workplaces and dwellings. Basic monitoring can be implemented by means of passive methods such as track 25 

etches and activated charcoal canisters, resulting in average concentration values over the exposure period, 26 

but a clear high time resolution assessment of radon concentration variations both in indoor and outdoor 27 

settings, that interests most, can be achieved only by means of monitoring with active methods. In fact, 28 

recent studies evidenced with increasing clarity that radon diffusion dynamics is quite subtle involving 29 

complex interactions among many environmental parameters, even on a daily or even hourly scale (Siino et 30 

al., 2019; Cinelli et al., 2019; Deiana et al., 2021).  31 

The most obvious effect on radon time series measured during multiple years is the long-term fluctuation 32 

connected to the variations of ambient parameters during the course of the seasons. For this reason, 33 

measurements of radon concentrations are fully significant only if they are  extended over at least a one-year 34 

period.  35 

The International Commission on Radiological Protection recommended for the workplaces an action level 36 

for radon indoor air in 500 Bq/m3 (ICRP, 1993). This reference level (above which actions should be taken to 37 

reduce the radon concentration) was adopted by the Italian law (D. Lgs 241/2000) until July 2020; as a 38 

consequence, requiring certificates confirming safe radon levels in buildings is becoming a common practice.  39 
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More recently, the EURATOM Directive 2013/59 further lowered the reference level to 300 Bq/m3 and gave 40 

indications to carry out measurements in all public buildings located at the basement and ground level. D.Lgs 41 

101/2020 transposed the EC Directive by Italy and, even though monitoring is recommended in the so called 42 

‘priority areas’, with assessments referring to the ground floor, the use of building materials with a high 43 

radioactivity index can make it essential to monitor even elevated floors. Consequently, including the 44 

elevated floors in the monitoring of indoor radon, may have the twofold objective to guarantee a whole 45 

healthy environment for the people, and to investigate the dynamics of radon transport into the building.  46 

The article is organized as follows: in section 2, we present a general description of the museum site and the 47 

experimental setup. The measurement technique is thoroughly explained, with details on the method used for 48 

the control of data quality. The radon time series are introduced by means of descriptive statistics, and the 49 

effect of meteorological parameters like temperature and relative humidity inside the building are 50 

investigated in section 3.1 and 3.2. The next heading is devoted to the estimation of the time it takes for 51 

radon to travel from the basement/ground floor to the highest level/second floor of the museum, with the aim 52 

to put some constraints on the velocity of radon upward diffusion. 53 

 54 

 55 

2. Materials and methods  56 

 57 

Open to the public since 2005, and run by the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV), the 58 

geophysical museum of Rocca di Papa is housed in an historical, three-floor building, of the homonymous 59 

town at about 760 m above sea level, 25 km from Rome. Rocca di Papa town stands in an area formerly 60 

subject to the volcanic activity of the Albano Volcano, therefore the composition of the soil is mostly of 61 

volcanic origin, with a prevalence of tuff representing a radon source (Pizzino et al., 2002). 62 

Due to the significant levels of radon characterizing the area, and the potential exposure risk for workers and 63 

visitors, four instruments were deployed in the museum for the continuous measurement of the indoor radon 64 

concentration. They belong to the Italian Radon mOnitoring Network (IRON; Cannelli et al., 2018), a new 65 

nationwide permanent network for near real-time measurements of soil radon emissions. Deployed over the 66 

last 12 years, IRON presently consists of over 60 stations covering the whole Italian peninsula and Sicily, 67 

with increased density in the Central-Southern Apennines, a region affected by some major seismic 68 

sequences in the last decades (analyzed, among others, by Piersanti et al., 2015; Piersanti et al., 2016; 69 

Cannelli et al., 2016). About 70% of the stations transmit the acquired data in near real time to a server of the 70 

manufacturing company (AlgadeTM), for storage in the IRON database (Cannelli, 2017), where the data of 71 

the remaining stations are stored as well, after local download through a serial interface. 72 

The four radon stations (RDPT, RDP, RDP1, RDP2) were installed at Rocca di Papa museum between 73 

March and September 2018, over three different levels of the building. Stations RDP and RDPT are both 74 

located in the basement, in direct contact with the ground, while RDP1 and RDP2 are placed at the first and 75 

second floor, respectively  (a 2-D prospect of the stations is given in Figure 1). Although according to the 76 

planimetry RDP and RDPT are located at the same level, there is a difference in height of about 1.5 m, with 77 

RDPT station lower. All rooms housing the stations have openings to the outside, but without direct access, 78 
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except for RDP2. All environments are provided with a heating and cooling system, which was turned off 79 

after October 2019 due to technical problems. The walls of all environments face outwards and are made of 80 

rock. A few windows of the basement and the first floor are always kept open due to the high level of 81 

humidity. The instruments, in addition to radon concentration, simultaneously acquire local temperature and 82 

relative humidity, the acquisition is set to 4 hours.  83 

The novelty of the experiment is the employment of the active technique to monitor indoor radon variations 84 

by means of radon (222Rn) detectors produced by the company Algade, mod. "AER C". The entry of radon 85 

gas into the detection volume occurs by diffusion through a membrane that blocks either the short-lived 86 

radon decay products or the atmospheric particulate, thus preventing contamination of the instrument and 87 

allowing the possibility of tracking relatively fast changes in radon concentration. 88 

The range of 222Rn values measurable by the detector varies from below detection limit (0 Bq/m3) to a 89 

maximum of tens of thousands Bq/m3, with a sensitivity of the order of 20 Bq/m3 for each pulse/h. The 90 

measurement error at 300 Bq/m3 is approximately 5% over a daily measurement interval.The instrument 91 

operates with environmental temperature values between 0 °C and 40 °C, and at relative humidity <80%; 92 

however, its correct operation has been verified even at humidity values close to 100%. 93 

That kind of instrument is tested and its behaviour versus absolute humidity characterised at the 94 

Radionuclide Laboratory of the INGV. Characterisations are carried out in a radon chamber, calibrated, in 95 

turn, with a secondary standard of the Radiation Metrology Laboratory (ENEA). It is important to stress that 96 

the response of each instrument is studied by varying the degree of humidity to which it can be exposed; as a 97 

result a customised correction function is applied to each sensor to ensure the data correctness in all operating 98 

conditions and a single reference for effective comparability between network data (Galli et al 2019). 99 

 100 

 101 

3. Results and discussion 102 

 103 

3.1 Indoor radon measurements 104 

 105 

Figure 2 illustrates the main features of the radon data recorded by the 4 stations in the museum from 2018 to 106 

2020, corrected for the effect of internal temperature and relative humidity. For each station, the time series 107 

of radon concentration (Bq/m3) are complemented by the summary statistics of the whole dataset and of the 108 

data differentiated by hot/cold season (corresponding, in temperate regions like Italy, to May-October and 109 

November-April respectively).  110 

As expected, the highest values of the average radon are observed in the basement, indicating that the indoor 111 

radon content in the building is mainly determined by the inflow of radon gas from the ground, and possibly 112 

from the rocks bordering the walls of the basement itself. Decreasing radon level with increasing height of 113 

the museum floor at which the sensors are installed might suggest that construction materials provide a minor 114 

contribution to the indoor radon content. A further evidence comes from the relatively low values of radon 115 

concentration observed during the summer: with building material as the leading origin of radon exhalation, 116 
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we would expect all over the year concentrations of the order of 800-1000 Bq/m3, as seen in structures with 117 

walls of tuff rocks and validated by experiments using a scale model room (Lucchetti et al., 2020). 118 

If the values of indoor radon concentration registered are compared to the action level indicated in the 119 

Legislative Decree 101/2020 in force (300 Bq/m3), all the considered premises of the museum exceed the 120 

limits by far. However, the excursions of the gas concentration depending on the season are huge: at all the 121 

stations, the value of radon averaged over the cold season largely exceeds the one relative to the warm 122 

months, and the data are more sparsely distributed. This may be, at least partially,  an effect of the larger 123 

instrumental error associated with measurements of low levels of radon (as an example, with a sampling time 124 

of 240 min, the standard deviation for a measure of 400 Bq/m3 amounts to 11%, while for a value of 1000 125 

Bq/m3 it reduces to 7% and  for 10000 Bq/m3 to 2%. For a sampling time of 30 min these values become 126 

respectively  32% , 20% and 6%). 127 

The monthly average of radon data for each year of recording and the year- and month-wise boxplots of the 128 

same data provide strong indications that, on a seasonal scale, radon and temperature are anti-correlated for 129 

all the stations, with higher radon values observed between October and June. The inverse relation between 130 

radon and temperature is justified by the so-called stack effect, taking place in closed environments like the 131 

ones housing the instruments. It consists in the upward movement of gas resulting from a difference in 132 

indoor-to-outdoor air density, caused in turn by the gradient of temperature. The greater the thermal 133 

difference, the greater the buoyancy force, which enhances the exhalation of gas from the soil; this is why we 134 

observe quite high radon concentrations mostly in wintertime and preferably with the heat on. 135 

 136 

 137 

3.2 Environmental effects  138 

 139 

In Figure 3, the time series of radon concentration (Bq/m3, blue) are compared to the ones of internal 140 

temperature (°C, red) and relative humidity (%, green) recorded by the 4 stations at different levels in the 141 

Rocca di Papa museum. Again, the figure shows unambiguously that radon gas concentration in the 142 

basement (RDPT, RDP) is much higher than on the upper floors (RDP1, RDP2),  confirming the mostly 143 

ground origin of the indoor radon content in the museum. 144 

The dotted vertical line in Figure 3 marks the day that the heating should have been turned on, as the 145 

previous year, but some technical problems prevented it from being switched on. Starting from that day, a 146 

significant reduction of average radon concentration is observed at all the stations, again caused by the 147 

chimney effect discussed above. 148 

As expected, internal temperature increases from lowest to highest floor, while relative humidity decreases. 149 

Over the long period, radon and temperature are anti-correlated for all the stations, while radon and humidity 150 

are positively correlated, as shown clearly by the stations at higher levels RDP1 and RDP2. 151 

Figure 4 shows radon concentration (Bq/m3) as a function of internal temperature (°C). In panel (a), the 152 

colour of the circles refers to data recorded before and after (magenta and green, respectively) the supposed 153 

heating start-up on November 1, 2019 (dotted vertical line in Figure 3). In panel (b), radon data recorded 154 
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before the heating cutoff are differentiated by cold/hot season (light blue and coral red circles, respectively). 155 

The green lines represent, for each radon time series considered, the mean value of radon concentration +/- 1 156 

standard deviation. Highest values of radon are observed at each station for different temperature ranges, 157 

mainly when the heating in the building was working (in 2018, Figure 4(a) ) and during the cold season (fall-158 

winter, Figure 4(b)). This is related to the negative correlation of radon-temperature on the long period 159 

(average radon is higher in fall-winter than in spring-summer), induced by the stack effect in closed 160 

environments. 161 

 162 

 163 

3.3 Radon vertical diffusion 164 

 165 

Thanks to the deployment of stations at multiple levels in the same building, we can try to estimate the time 166 

needed for radon to cover the distance from low to upper floors by cross-correlating the time series of radon 167 

concentration recorded at varying elevation. 168 

In Figure 5 we show the cross-correlation between synchronous radon concentration data of stations located 169 

2 levels apart (e.g.  RDPT, RDP2 (a);  RDP, RDP2 (b) ). The data used for the computation, displayed in the 170 

bottom panels, are sampled at 4 hours and corrected for the effect of internal temperature and relative 171 

humidity. In both cases the cross-correlation is maximum at lag -1, corresponding to a delay of 4 hours. The 172 

negative offset confirms that radon diffuses from the station in the basement to the one located on the terrace 173 

of the second floor. The lag-time of about 4 hours between the maximum values of the two radon detectors 174 

separated vertically by 10-11 m, defines the radon vertical velocity in the air as 2-3 m/h.  175 

A limitation of this measurement is that computing the cross-correlation on synchronous data strongly 176 

reduces the number of available observations: we are left with only 11% of total data in case (a), and 5% in 177 

case (b). To overcome this drawback we employ two approaches, targeted to get more observations at the 178 

same clocks for the pair of stations considered. The first one is a linear interpolation of data, while the second 179 

shifts the times of data recording of the two stations to a same/shared clock, provided that they are close 180 

enough to it (which depends on the chosen level of approximation).  181 

Since radon emanation from the ground is considerably higher during the cold season (as seen in Figure 2 182 

and Figure 3), and the instrumental error scales inversely to the radon level (the lower the average radon, the 183 

larger the error), we choose to consider, for each year of recording, only data in the range October-May. We 184 

further divide the whole data set in order to distinguish between the observations collected when the heating 185 

system of the building was working (fall-winter 2018-2019) and those recorded in absence of heating (fall-186 

winter 2019-2020 and 2020-2021).  187 

Figure 6 shows the results obtained from radon concentration data of the stations considered above (RDPT-188 

RDP2 and RDP-RDP2) after linear interpolation. For each pair of stations, the cross-correlation is computed 189 

using data recorded on 2 time intervals: October 2018-May 2019 (a, b); October 2019-May 2020 + October 190 

2020-January 2021 (c,d). The cross-correlation is maximum at lag -1 (4 hours) in all cases, confirming our 191 

first estimate of vertical radon velocity in the range 2-3 m/h. The robustness of this result is corroborated by 192 

the larger number of observations employed (37% of the data available in the interval starting from October 193 
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2018, and 57% in the one starting from October 2019, for a total of 840 and 2187, respectively) and by the 194 

fact that cross-correlating data shifted to the closest shared clock between every two stations obtains the same 195 

estimate of radon velocity. 196 

The speed value of 2-3 m/h can be seen as a lower bound, given the limited resolution allowed by data 197 

sampled every 4 hours. With this sampling rate the data cannot distinguish between radon concentration 198 

measured by stations 1 floor apart: the maximum of the corresponding cross-correlation is found at lag 0, 199 

indicating that it takes less than 4 hours for radon to travel the distance between consecutive floors. 200 

To constrain more strictly the vertical radon velocity, we can benefit from the radon data recorded from 201 

February 1, 2021 to April 23, 2021. During this time period, the sampling of the four instruments  in the 202 

building was modified from 4 hours to 1 hour, and the stations were complemented with four additional 203 

instruments co-located with the original ones, differing for the sampling time, set to 30 minutes. Both the 204 

time series for each station are shown in Figure 7, with colour depending on data sampling. Note that these 205 

data were collected under an important condition/change to the experiment: a fan was installed on the second 206 

floor (next to station RDP2) with the goal to reduce workers’ exposure to radon gas. In Italy, the Legislative 207 

Decree n. 101/2020 requires that the employers limit the radon level in all (under)ground workplaces to 300 208 

Bq/m3. Although the second floor of a public building is not yet subject to any legislation, the fan constitutes 209 

a prevention measure in view of a proper assessment of the health hazards coming from radon accumulation 210 

in living environments. 211 

Figure 8 displays the lagged correlation between synchronous radon concentration data of station pairs RDP-212 

RDP1 (a,c) and RDPT-RDP1 (b,d). Stations RDP and RDP1 are located just on top of each other, at 1 floor 213 

apart (a distance of 4 m), so the radon transport pattern should in principle be easier to track. The lag which 214 

maximises the cross-correlation is -1, either for data sampled at 1 hour (a) or for those sampled at 30 minutes 215 

(c). This difference is not surprising, it may just suggest that the time needed for radon to travel from the 216 

basement (RDP) to the first floor (RDP1) is shorter than 1 hour, so it cannot be precisely monitored by data 217 

with 1-hour sampling. If this is the case, a radon vertical velocity of ~4 m/h would be retrieved using data 218 

sampled every 30 minutes.  219 

As for stations RDPT and RDP1 (about 6 m away vertically), the lag which maximises the radon-radon 220 

correlation is 1 hour, for both the data with sampling 1 hour (b) and with sampling 30 minutes (d). In 221 

summary, it takes 1 hour for radon to travel 6 m, and 30 minutes to travel 4 m, allowing to set narrow  222 

bounds/tight limits to vertical radon velocity, with values between 6 m/h and 8 m/h. 223 

Interestingly enough, correlating data of stations placed 2 levels apart results in a maximum not well defined, 224 

because in this case (data from February 1, 2021) the cross-correlation curve is not bell-shaped. This is likely 225 

an effect of the fan installed on the terrace of the second floor next to RDP2, which causes turbulence in the 226 

air close to the station, preventing the tracing of upward radon diffusion. The radon dispersion, with the 227 

consequent reduced risk for workers, is in fact the motivation for the deployment of the ventilation system.  228 

 229 

 230 

4. Conclusions 231 

 232 
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Simultaneous radon monitoring by four detectors placed at different levels of a public building (the museum 233 

of Rocca di Papa) made it possible to trace the vertical diffusion of radon from the ground up to the elevated 234 

floors. The experiment enabled measuring, for the first time, the upward radon velocity in the air as being 235 

between 6 m/h and 8 m/h.  236 

The effect of climatic driving forces on the dynamics of radon indoor was clarified thanks to the availability 237 

of 3-year-long continuous time series of radon concentration. Taking into account periodical fluctuations 238 

helped in the assessment of the radon risk for human health. The impact of preventive measures like the 239 

installation of a fan to enhance the natural ventilation was also evaluated. 240 

 241 
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Figure captions 315 

Figure 1. 2-D plan of the 4 stations deployed in the museum of Rocca di Papa. Station RDPT, located in the 316 

basement, is taken as a landmark, so that the distances in the horizontal and vertical direction are measured 317 

from that point. 318 

 319 

Figure 2. Descriptive statistics of radon concentration data recorded by the 4 stations from 2018 to 2020. For 320 

each station, panels from top-left to bottom-right represent: the time series of soil radon concentration 321 

(Bq/m3); the summary statistics of the whole dataset and of the data differentiated by hot/cold season; the 322 

estimated probability density function and corresponding histogram for the same data, along with the box-323 

plots of data recorded in the hot/cold season; the monthly average of radon data for each year of recording; 324 

the year-wise and month-wise boxplots of the same data. 325 

 326 

Figure 3. Radon concentration (Bq/m3, blue), temperature (°C, red) and relative humidity (%, green) 327 

recorded by the 4 stations at different levels in the museum of Rocca di Papa. RDPT and RDP are both 328 

located in the basement, RDPT a little lower (1.5 m) than RDP; RDP1 and RDP2 are installed at the first and 329 

second floor. The dotted vertical line marks the day when the heating (which had been working regularly 330 

during the fall-winter) was turned off. 331 

 332 

Figure 4. (a) Radon concentration (Bq/m3) as a function of internal temperature (°C) at the 4 stations in the 333 

Rocca di Papa museum. Color of circles refers to data recorded before/after the switch-off of the heating. (b) 334 

Same as (a) for data recorded before the heating cutoff differentiated by cold/hot season. The green lines 335 

represent, for each radon time series considered, the mean value of radon concentration +/- 1 standard 336 

deviation. 337 

 338 

Figure 5. Cross-correlation between synchronous radon concentration data of stations located at 2 levels 339 

apart ((a) RDPT - RDP2;  (b) RDP - RDP2). Radon data are sampled at 4 hours and corrected for the effect 340 

of temperature and relative humidity; they are shown in the bottom panels. 341 

 342 

Figure 6. Cross-correlation between radon concentration data of stations located at 2 levels apart ((a, c) 343 

RDPT - RDP2;  (b, d) RDP - RDP2). Data are sampled at 4 hours, corrected for the effect of temperature and 344 
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relative humidity and linearly interpolated. For each pair of stations, the cross-correlation is computed over 2 345 

time intervals: October 2018-May 2019 (a, b); October 2019-May 2020 + October 2020-January 2021 (c,d), 346 

to distinguish data recorded before/after the heating cutoff. 347 

 348 

Figure 7. Time series of radon concentration (Bq/m3) recorded from February 1, 2021 to April 23, 2021 by 349 

the twin instruments located at each floor of the museum of Rocca di Papa, with sampling time of 30 minutes 350 

and 1 hour. 351 

 352 

Figure 8. Cross-correlation between synchronous radon concentration data of stations located at 1 level apart 353 

((a,c) RDP - RDP1; (b,d) RDPT - RDP1), with sampling time of 1 hour (a,b) and 30 minutes (c,d). 354 

 355 

 356 


